STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this:

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT
JOHN MCCAIN AND SARA PALIN

BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN

CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND ROSA C. LEMENTE

ROGER CALERO AND ALISON KENNEDY

RALPH NADER AND MATT GONZALEZ

BOB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT

CHUCK BALDWIN AND CARRELL CASTLE

wrote in; 5 votes

U.S. SENATOR
DEAN BARKLEY
NORM COLEMAN
AL FRANKEN
CHARLES ALDRICH
JAMES HEMACKI

COUNTY OFFICES
SOLV AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 1

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 7

GLYNN MENZE
COLLINS J. PETRZEN

BILLS DIST. NO. 1/PRECINCT A

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
# State General Election Ballot

**Judge 4**<br>Vote for one<br>David F. Harrington<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 5**<br>Vote for one<br>Charles H. (Chad) Leduc<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 6**<br>Vote for one<br>Lori E. K. Ashby<br><br>**Judge 7**<br>Vote for one<br>Donald J. Sandal<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 8**<br>Vote for one<br>Michael J. Kraiker<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 9**<br>Vote for one<br>Dennis V. Kavanagh<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 10**<br>Vote for one<br>Jeffrey S. Remick<br><br>**Judge 11**<br>Vote for one<br>Thomas J. Cafferty<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 12**<br>Vote for one<br>Robert D. Tiffany<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 13**<br>Vote for one<br>Tamara L. Yon<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 14**<br>Vote for one<br>David J. Teneyck<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 15**<br>Vote for one<br>Kevin C. Ross<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 16**<br>Vote for one<br>Court of Appeals<br><br>**Judge 17**<br>Vote for one<br>Edward Youssant, Jr.<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 18**<br>Vote for one<br>Mark C. Kroll<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 19**<br>Vote for one<br>Matthew J. Most<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 20**<br>Vote for one<br>John R. Solis<br>Incumbent<br><br>**Judge 21**<br>Vote for one<br>Lori E. K. Ashby<br><br>**Judge 22**<br>Vote for one<br>Donald J. Sandal<br>Incumbent

**Note:**<br>Challenged by Coueman<br>Challenge reason: [Mark]